We investigate Sine β , the universal point process arising as the thermodynamic limit of the microscopic scale behavior in the bulk of one-dimensional log-gases, or β-ensembles, at inverse temperature β > 0. We adopt a statistical physics perspective, and give a description of Sine β using the Dobrushin-Landford-Ruelle (DLR) formalism by proving that it satisfies the DLR equations: the restriction of Sine β to a compact set, conditionally to the exterior configuration, reads as a Gibbs measure given by a finite log-gas in a potential generated by the exterior configuration. Moreover, we show that Sine β is number-rigid and tolerant in the sense of Ghosh-Peres, i.e. the number, but not the position, of particles lying inside a compact set is a deterministic function of the exterior configuration. Our proof of the rigidity differs from the usual strategy and is robust enough to include more general long range interactions in arbitrary dimension.
Introduction and main results

The log-gas and the Sine-beta process
The (finite, one-dimensional) log-gas is a random system of n particles confined on the real line R, or the unit circle T, interacting via a repulsive pair potential given by the logarithm of the inverse distance between particles. Physically, it represents a statistical gas of identically charged particles living in a one-dimensional environment and interacting according to the laws of two-dimensional electrostatics. For a fixed value of the inverse temperature parameter β > 0, the distribution of the n-tuple of particles is given by the canonical Gibbs measure for this interaction, whose density reads as d Log-gas d Lebesgue ⊗n ∝ exp (−β × Logarithmic interaction energy of the particles) , (1.1)
where "∝" means "up to a multiplicative normalizing constant".
Random matrices and β-ensembles.
From the statistical physics point of view, the log-gas is interesting because of the singular and long-range nature of its interaction potential. Another important motivation comes from the link between log-gases and random matrix theory; we refer to [Forrester, 2010] for an extensive treatment of this connection.
There are several models of random n × n matrices whose random eigenvalues exhibit a joint density of the form,
2) where ω is an appropriate weight function supported on (a subset of) R or T.
⋄ The Gaussian ensembles correspond to ω(x) = e −x 2 . For the specific values β = 1 or 2 or 4, one recovers the celebrated orthogonal/unitary/symplectic invariant random matrix ensembles. ⋄ The Wishart, or Laguerre ensembles correspond to ω(x) = x α e −x 1 R + (x). ⋄ The MANOVA, or Jacobi ensembles correspond to ω(x) = x α 1 (1 − x) α 2 1 [0, 1] (x). These three models are random Hermitian matrices with eigenvalues on R. Another example is given by the Circular β-ensemble, hereafter denoted CβE, which is a random unitary matrix with eigenvalues on the unit circle T and joint law (1.2) with ω(x) = 1.
When β = 2, an integrable structure comes into play: the eigenvalues process is a determinantal point process, allowing exact computations for most quantities of interest, such as the correlation functions that one can express in terms of determinants. Similarly, when β = 1 or 4, some computations are still tractable due to a Pfaffian point process structure, although at the price of more involved formulas. In contrast, the present paper deals with "β arbitrary".
The Sine β process. Under an appropriate scaling within the bulk (the interior) of the spectrum, chosen so that the typical distance between consecutive points is of order 1, the large n limit of the random point process of the eigenvalues exists and is called the Sine β process. Stated otherwise, Sine β is the microscopic thermodynamic limit in the bulk of one-dimensional log-gases, and it is the probability law of a certain random infinite point configuration on R.
The Sine β process is universal in the sense it only depends on the inverse temperature β > 0 and not on the initial weight ω, for a large family of weights ω, see Bourgade et al. [2014 Bourgade et al. [ , 2012 . It is also "universal in the interaction", in the sense that it appears when considering pair potential interactions that only have a logarithmic singularity at zero, see [Venker, 2013] .
In the β = 1, 2, 4 cases, this limiting process is rather well understood due to the determinantal/Pfaffian structure, see e.g. [Deift and Gioev, 2009] and references therein. However, in the general β > 0 setting, the mere existence of this limit is a difficult result, which was obtained, together with a rather involved description of the limiting object, by Valkó and Virág [2009] for the Gaussian β-ensemble and by Killip and Stoiciu [2009] for the Circular β-ensemble. The fact that these two descriptions coincide is checked e.g. in [Nakano, 2014] .
These descriptions of Sine β use systems of coupled stochastic differential equations to derive the number of eigenvalues/particles falling in a given interval. This turns out to be tractable enough to study fine properties of the point process, such as to obtain large gap probability estimates [Valkó and Virág, 2010] , a Central Limit Theorem [Kritchevski et al., 2012] and large deviation and maximum deviation estimates [Holcomb and Valkó, 2015 , 2017 , Holcomb and Paquette, 2018 for the number of points in an interval, as well as the Poissonian behavior of Sine β as β → 0 [Allez and Dumaz, 2014] .
More recently, the process has been characterized by Valkó and Virág [2017] as the spectrum of a random infinite-dimensional operator. In particular this allows a better understanding on the β-dependency of the process [Valkó and Virág, 2018] .
However, among particularly relevant features of Sine β , its correlation functions, and even the asymptotic behavior of its two-point correlation function, remain unknown for generic β > 0; see however [Forrester, 1993, Chapter 13] for special cases.
The goal of this work is to study Sine β from a statistical physics perspective, so as to obtain an alternative description as an infinite Gibbs measure, characterized by canonical Dobrushin-Landford-Ruelle equations. In short, Sine β is the natural infinite Gibbs measure at inverse temperature β > 0 associated with the logarithmic pair potential interaction.
Sine-beta as an infinite Gibbs measure
Context for the DLR formalism
For any fixed number n of particles, the canonical Gibbs measure of the Log-gas mentioned in (1.1) minimizes the quantity β × Expected logarithmic energy + Entropy with respect to Lebesgue ⊗n among all probability laws of random n-point configuration. This is a famous variational principle for Gibbs measures, see e.g. [Friedli and Velenik, 2017, Section 6 .9] for a discussion. On the other hand, in the infinite-volume setting, it is shown in [Leblé and Serfaty, 2017, Corollary 1.2] that Sine β minimizes a free energy functional of the type, β × Expected renormalized energy + Entropy with respect to Poisson, (1.3) among laws of stationary point processes, where Poisson is the Poisson point process with intensity 1 on R. Here "renormalized energy" is a way to define the logarithmic energy of infinite configurations at microscopic scale, see Section 2.4. It is thus natural to ask whether one can obtain a description of Sine β as an infinite Gibbs measure. In view of (1.1), the naive guess would be that 4) which is well-known to be illusory because any stationary process absolutely continuous with respect to a Poisson process is the said Poisson process itself. The DobrushinLandford-Ruelle (DLR) formalism provides the correct setting to possibly recast (1.4) in a local way; we refer e.g. to the book [Georgii, 2011] for a general presentation in the lattice case, see also [Dereudre, 2017] for a pedagogical introduction in the setting of point processes. Informally, we will show that, given any bounded Borel set Λ ⊂ R and any configuration γ Λ c outside of Λ, the law of the configuration γ Λ in Λ drawn from Sine β knowing the exterior configuration γ Λ c can be written as
∝ exp (−β × Logarithmic energy of γ Λ with itself and with γ Λ c ) ,
where the number of points N of the configuration γ Λ is almost surely determined by the exterior configuration γ Λ c .
Terminology and notation
A point configuration in R is a locally finite subset of R, which can be also identified with a purely atomic Radon measure on R. If γ is a point configuration, we also denote by γ the associated Radon measure. That is we write γ = p∈γ δ p , and if f is a test function, we let f dγ := p∈γ f (p). The space of point configurations Conf(R), seen as a subspace of the Radon measures, is equipped with the topology coming by duality with the space of continuous functions R → R with compact support, making Conf(R) a Polish space, see e.g. [Kallenberg, 1983, Section 15.7] . It is also the smallest topology that makes the mapping γ → γ(B) continuous for every bounded Borel set B. We then endow Conf(R) with its Borel σ-algebra. In the following, by a point process we mean a probability measure on Conf(R). Let us introduce some additional notation: for any Borel set Λ ⊂ R, ⋄ the set of all configurations in Λ is denoted by Conf(Λ) ⋄ γ ∈ Conf(R) → γ Λ ∈ Conf(Λ) stands for the restriction of a configuration to Λ ⋄ |γ| ∈ N ∪ {∞} stands for the number of points of a configuration γ.
Statement of the results
The central result of this paper is the next theorem. 
(B) Definiteness of the exterior potential. For any x ∈ Λ and Sine β -a.e. configuration γ, the following limit exists and is positive,
Moreover, the partition function
is finite and positive.
(C) DLR equations. For any bounded measurable function f : Conf(R) → R, we have
where, with the notation of (1.5), (1.6), we let ρ Λ c be defined by
Number-rigidity: Part (A) of Theorem 1.1 states that, conditionally on the configuration outside a given bounded Borel set Λ, the number of points drawn by Sine β inside Λ is deterministic. This property has been recently put forward under the notion of numberrigidity of point processes, starting from the pioneering work of Ghosh and Peres [2017] . Thus, Sine β is number-rigid for any β > 0. The notion of rigid processes can be compared to the older notion of (non) hereditary processes, see e.g. [Dereudre, 2017, Definition 1] for a presentation. Roughly speaking, if P is not hereditary, it means that certain points cannot be deleted with positive probability, whereas number-rigidity implies that no point can be deleted. In particular, although Sine β has finite specific relative entropy with respect to the Poisson point process, they are very different on this aspect -a Poisson process being, of course, far from rigid. Shortly before the present work was completed, the rigidity property for Sine β has been proven independently by Chhaibi and Najnudel [2018] . Their proof follows the strategy introduced by Ghosh and Peres [2017] , namely to show that the variance of linear statistics for a smooth approximation of the characteristic function of a bounded interval can be made arbitrary small. To do so, they use variance estimates for polynomial test functions that were proven in [Jiang and Matsumoto, 2015] for the CβE, and proceed by approximation. The latter work relies on exact computations involving Jack's special functions which are tied to the specific structure of the Circular ensemble.
In contrast, our proof for the number-rigidity only involves material from classical statistical physics and seems more flexible since it only relies on a weak form of DLR equations, the so-called canonical DLR equations, and Campbell measures arguments. This may be of independent interest to prove number-rigidity for a larger class of point processes, in particular when the two-point correlation functions are not explicit, or simply not asymptotically tractable. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first alternative strategy with respect to the Ghosh-Peres method to prove number-rigidity. In particular, we prove the more general result that for large a class of long range interactions on R d , any solution of the canonical DLR equations is indeed number-rigid, see Theorem 3.18.
Tolerance: There are other notions of rigidity than number-rigidity, such as barycenterrigidity or super-rigidity. Barycenter-rigidity states that the barycenter of the configuration inside a domain is a deterministic function of the exterior configuration, and superrigidity expresses the fact that the interior configuration is completely prescribed by the exterior. On the other hand, the notion of tolerance, introduced in [Ghosh and Peres, 2017] , states that, roughly speaking, the number of points is the only rigid quantity prescribed by the exterior. It follows from part (C) of Theorem 1.1 that Sine β is tolerant, which is a new result for general β > 0. More precisely, we have: Corollary 1.2 (Sine β is tolerant). For any bounded Borel set Λ and Sine β -a.e. point configuration γ, the law of the particles drawn from Sine β inside Λ given the exterior configuration γ Λ c is mutually absolutely continuous with respect to the N -fold Lebesgue measure, where N is the number of points in Λ (which is prescribed, by rigidity).
We also obtain the following result (which will follow from Corollary 3.3). Corollary 1.3. For any disjoint bounded Borel sets B 1 , . . . , B k ⊂ R with positive Lebesgue measure and any integers n 1 , . . . , n k , we have
Relation to previous results: As mentioned above, when β = 2 the process benefits from an integrable structure with explicit correlations functions: it is the determinantal point process associated with the sine kernel. Using this structure, previous to the work of Chhaibi and Najnudel [2018] , Ghosh [2015] obtained the rigidity for β = 2. Moreover, parts (B) and (C) of the theorem, and thus the tolerance, have been obtained by Bufetov [2016] for a class of number-rigid determinantal point processes, including the Sine 2 process.
Related questions and perspectives
Fluctuations of smooth linear statistics. Let ϕ : R → R be a smooth and compactly supported test function. One may define the fluctuation of ϕ as the random variable
and ask for the behavior, as ℓ → ∞, of
when the random configuration γ has law Sine β . Having in mind similar results for β-ensembles, see e.g. [Shcherbina, 2014] , [Bekerman and Lodhia, 2018] , , and since Theorem 1.1(C) shows that Sine β is conditionally a β-ensemble, we could expect the fluctuation in (1.8) to converge in law without normalization to a centered Gaussian random variable with standard deviation proportional to the fractional Sobolev H 1/2 norm of the test function ϕ. This Central Limit Theorem is proven in [Leblé, 2018] for ϕ smooth enough, using Theorem 1.1 as a key input.
Uniqueness.
It is natural to ask the following: (a) Is Sine β the only stationary process satisfying the DLR equations? The answer to this question is positive when β = 2, as a consequence of the work [Kuijlaars and Miña-Díaz, 2017] where, for Sine 2 a.e γ ∈ Conf(R), the asymptotic of the conditional measure ρ Λ c (x 1 , . . . , x N ) has been shown to be Sine 2 in the limit where Λ := [−R, R] and R → ∞. We expect the answer to be positive for any value of β.
(b) Is Sine β the only minimizer of the free energy functional (1.3)? For a rigorous definition of this functional, see [Leblé and Serfaty, 2017] . (c) Are minimizers of the free energy the same as the solutions to the DLR equations?
We expect all two answers to be positive for any β > 0. Indeed, uniqueness of infinitevolume Gibbs measures is usually expected in dimension one, see e.g. [Friedli and Velenik, 2017, Section 6.5.5] for such a result (that is not applicable here because our interaction is not short-range). For log-gases in dimension 2, namely Coulomb gases, or in higher dimension, it might happen however that the uniqueness of minimizers/solutions to DLR equations, even up to symmetries, fails to hold for certain values of β.
Strategy for the proof and plan of the paper
In order to prove Theorem 1.1, we first prove part (B), together with a weaker version of part (C), which form the canonical DLR equations, where we further condition on the number |γ Λ | of particles lying in Λ. These two results form Theorem 2.1, which is proven in Section 2. We start from the Circular ensemble, for which a, finite n, periodic version of the canonical DLR equations holds, and we perform several approximations. As a technical ingredient, we use discrepancy estimates, i.e. controls on the difference |γ Λ | − |Λ| between the number of points of a typical configuration γ in a bounded set Λ, and the size of Λ (in the sense of its Lebesgue measure).
Next, in Section 3, we leverage on Theorem 2.1 in order to obtain the rigidity result of Theorem 1.1 part (A). In fact, we prove a possibly more general result: Any stationary point process P satisfying the canonical DLR equations is number-rigid, see Theorem 3.2. The proof of rigidity goes by contradiction: if P were not rigid, then we could deduce from the canonical DLR equations a particular structure for its Campbell measures that turns out to be absurd due to the long range nature of the logarithmic interaction. This result is stated and proven for the logarithmic interaction and in dimension one, but our proof is robust enough to yield that the same result, that we state in Theorem 3.18, holds for more general long range interactions in dimension d ≥ 1.
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Canonical DLR equations
We consider here and prove a weaker version of Theorem 1.1, which we refer to as the canonical DLR equations, which involves conditioning on the number of particles lying inside Λ. The term canonical refers to the fact that the number of particles is fixed, as in the canonical ensemble of statistical physics or the canonical Gibbs measure, in contrast with e.g. a grand canonical setting.
Theorem 2.1. For any β > 0 and any bounded Borel set Λ ⊂ R the following holds true. (B) Definiteness of the exterior potential. For any x ∈ Λ and Sine β -a.e. γ, the following limit exists and is positive,
Moreover, for Sine β -a.e. γ, the partition function
is finite and positive. (C*) Canonical DLR equations. Let f : Conf(R) → R be a bounded, measurable function. We have the identity
with ρ Λ c defined similarly to (1.7) by
Parts (B) of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 1.1 are the same statement. It will be thus enough to combine Part (A) of Theorem 1.1 with Theorem 2.1 in order to obtain Part (C) of Theorem 1.1 and to conclude the proof -this shall be done in Section 3 and will strongly rely on the canonical form of the DLR equations.
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Some terminology.
⋄ We say that a measurable function f is local if there exists a compact subset
⋄ If n is an integer, and Λ a bounded Borel set, we denote by B n,Λ (dη) the law of the Bernoulli process drawing a random configuration of n independent points uniformly in Λ. For the rest of this section, we fix Λ ⊂ R a bounded Borel set and f : Conf(R) → R a bounded Borel local function. The integer p used below is always assumed large enough so that Λ ⊂ Λ p .
Move functions, Gibbs kernels, and proof of Theorem 2.1(B)
First, we introduce move functions and Gibbs kernels, and use them to rephrase Theorem 2.1.
Heuristics for the move functions
The basic idea is the following: for a given bounded Borel set Λ we want to define a Gibbs measure, formally written Gibbs Λ ( · |Ext) on interior configurations Int in Λ, given an exterior configuration Ext in Λ c , namely
The physical energy reads
where the product sign means "interact with", but the exterior configuration Ext could be infinite, yielding two infinite terms in the definition of the energy. Since Ext is fixed, the interaction term Ext × Ext can be absorbed by the normalization constant, and we are left with
To deal with the fact that Int × Ext could correspond to an infinite, or undefined, summation, we introduce the move functions: we fix some reference interior configuration Int 0 and we define Move Λ (Int, Ext) as the energetic cost to move the points in Λ from Int 0 to those of Int, as felt by the points of Ext, namely:
Thus we can write,
The second term in the right-hand side of (2.6) is independent of Int and can again be absorbed by the normalization constant in (2.4), yielding
which is the form of the Gibbs kernels (or Gibbs specifications) that we introduce more precisely below. If Ext is infinite, it is still not clear why Move Λ (Int, Ext) would yield a finite quantity, but we can hope for some compensation between the two terms Ext × Int and Ext × Int 0 . These manipulations are valid in the finite case, and in the case of an infinite exterior configuration the rigorous approach consists in truncating the said configuration outside some large, but finite domain, and to show that the infinite-volume limit of these partial move functions exists, as we shall do next.
Gibbs kernels (finite window)
In order to prove Part (B) of Theorem 2.1, we wil need to define the move functions for slightly more general objects than configurations. We say that a Radon measure η on R is a generalized configuration and we write η ∈ Gconf(R), if there exist an integer n and (
We denote by |η| = n the number of points of η counted with multiplicity. Otherwise stated, in this particular context, we want to allow multiple points.
Definition 2.2 (Logarithmic interaction). We set for convenience
For any p ≥ 1, any γ ∈ Conf(R) and η ∈ Gconf(R), we introduce 2 :
The measure G Λ,Λp (dη, γ) is the central object for the DLR formalism, called a Gibbs kernel, or specification. Moreover we set,
(2.12)
The right-hand side of (2.12) should be read as follows: take γ ∈ Conf(R) and a test function f . Keep the configuration γ in Λ p \Λ and sample a new set of points η inside Λ with the same number of points as the old one, namely |γ Λ |. This sampling is done according to the Gibbs measure G Λ,Λp (dη, γ) defined in (2.11), associated to the inverse temperature β and the energy H Λ (η) + M Λ,Λp (η, γ), which represents the sum of the interaction energy of the points of η (inside Λ) with themselves and the cost of moving points from the old configuration γ Λ to the new one η, as felt by the points in Λ p \Λ (in particular, the "reference interior configuration" Int 0 as in (2.5) is here chosen to be γ Λ ). Then, combine η and γ Λp\Λ into a configuration in Λ p , and test it against the function f . The quantity f Λ,Λp (γ) is the expectation of this operation; let us emphasize that the randomness comes from the re-sampling in Λ, while γ Λ c is fixed.
Gibbs kernels (infinite window) and reformulation of Theorem 2.1
We will show in Lemma 2.15 below that the limit p → ∞ of the quantities in Definition 2.2 exists. In particular, we obtain: Lemma 2.3 (Existence of the move functions). For Sine β -a.e. configuration γ and any η ∈ Gconf(Λ) satisfying |γ Λ | = |η|, the limit
exists and is finite. Moreover, for γ fixed, the convergence in (2.13) is uniform in the choice of η.
This allows us to extend the notation of Definition 2.2 to "p = +∞", namely to give a meaning to
(2.14)
Remark 2.4. At this point, an important observation is that the probability measure G Λ,R (dη, γ) only depends on the exterior γ Λ c and the number of points |γ Λ |. Indeed, if one changes γ Λ to another configuration with the same number of points, then the move functions is changed by an additive constant which can be incorporated into a new partition function.
Moreover, Lemma 2.3 already yields part (B) of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2.1, part (B).
Since Sine β is stationary, we know that 0 is not a point of γ for Sine β -a.e γ. Moreover, since |γ Λ | and |η| have the same number of points, one can write
where the sum over the points of η is to be understood with multiplicity. This yields 17) where 0 = |γ Λ |δ 0 is the generalized configuration with a point of multiplicity |γ Λ | at 0. Letting p → ∞, and using Lemma 2.3 we obtain the existence of the weight ω(·|γ Λ c ), as defined in (2.1). Clearly, Z Λ,Λp (γ) ∈ (0, +∞) for every p, and the convergence (2.13) is uniform in η, hence Z Λ,R (γ) ∈ (0, +∞). We may observe that, by definition of Z(γ Λ c , |γ Λ |), as in (2.2), and by (2.17), we have Z Λ,R (γ) = Z(γ Λ c , |γ Λ |)), which concludes the proof.
Finally, let us observe that part (C*) of Theorem 2.1 can be written as
The remainder of this section is devoted to prove (2.18). To do so, we rely on the convergence of the microscopic statistics of CβE towards Sine β .
Circular ensembles and the associated DLR equations
Circular ensembles as model of log-gases
As mentioned in the introduction, the one-dimensional log-gas is related to the Circular ensembles appearing in random matrix theory. In the CβE, see e.g. Forrester [2010] , the joint law of the eigenvalues (e iθ 1 , . . . , e iθn ) is given by
where dθ j is the Lebesgue measure on [−π, π] . The normalization constant C n,β is known:
(2.20)
In this section, the central role is played by the point process Q n,β , defined as the pushforward of the density in (2.19) by the map
The realizations of Q n,β are point configurations in
, that we will use as finite window approximations of Sine β . It can be equivalently defined as follows.
Definition 2.5 (Periodic logarithmic interaction). For any n ≥ 1, we set
For any γ ∈ Conf(R), we introduce the interaction energy
Definition 2.6 (The canonical Gibbs measure of the finite periodic log-gas). For any β > 0, we consider the point process of n points in Λ n given by
where the partition function is given by, see (2.20),
(2.24)
The probability measure Q n,β can be taken as a model of a finite log-gas: (2.23) gives a rigorous meaning to the informal definition (1.1). Let us emphasize that the choice of a periodic logarithmic potential is not the usual one, but it is more convenient for us, and yields the same microscopic limit.
Gibbs kernels (periodic setting)
We introduce the following notation, which should be compared to Definition 2.2. We add the superscript n − per, in order to stress the fact that the n-periodic logarithmic interaction is used. Definition 2.7.
We moreover use the notation,
(2.28)
DLR equations for the Circular ensemble
The first step towards the canonical DLR equations (2.18) is the following result.
Proposition 2.8 (canonical DLR equations for the finite log-gas). For any bounded Borel set Λ ⊂ Λ n and any bounded Borel function f : Conf(Λ n ) → R, we have
Proof. Let us write for convenience
Next, we use the following algebraic identity: for any η ∈ Conf(Λ),
(2.30)
It can be easily checked from the definitions; indeed, using the informal notation "×" for "interact with", we can write
and substracting the second line from the first one, we obtain (2.30). Combined with the relation,
this yields
Making the change of variables (η, γ) → (ζ, ξ) with ξ := η ∪ γ Λ c and ζ := γ Λ , we obtain
and the proposition is proved.
Local convergence of the circular ensembles to Sine-beta
As mentioned in the introduction, the point process Q n,β is known to converge towards Sine β as n → ∞. This convergence was first studied by Killip and Stoiciu [2009] . They have shown that for any C ∞ function ψ : R → R with compact support,
To be more precise, the limiting process was called C β E in [Killip and Stoiciu, 2009 ]; almost at the same time, Valkó and Virág [2009] have shown a similar result for the bulk limit of the Gaussian β-ensemble, with a limiting process called Sine β . A bit later, it has been observed that Sine β and C β E are identical, so that the result from [Killip and Stoiciu, 2009] can now be stated under the form (2.31); see [Nakano, 2014, Corollary 1.7] or [Valkó and Virág, 2017, Theorem 28] . For our purpose, we will need a slightly stronger convergence result that we state in the next proposition.
Proposition 2.9. The sequence of point processes (Q n,β ) n≥1 converges to Sine β in the topology of local convergence: for any bounded, Borel and local test function ϕ :
Proof. The convergence (2.31) implies the weak convergence Q n,β → Sine β , see [Killip and Stoiciu, 2009 , Definition 1.2 and 1.3] and [Daley and Vere-Jones, 2008 , Proposition 11.1.VIII]. Now, we show that the sequence (Q n,β ) n≥1 has an accumulation point in the local topology. Indeed, consider the relative entropy of two point processes P, Q defined by I(P |Q) := log dP dQ dP when P has a density with respect to Q and set I(P |Q) := +∞ otherwise. Let Π Λn be the Poisson point process of intensity 1 on Λ n . According to [Georgii and Zessin, 1993 , Proposition 2.6], it is enough to check that
One can compute explicitly
Recalling (2.24) and using Stirling formula, we see that
exists and is finite. Moreover,
with ψ(x) := (log Γ(x)) ′ the so-called digamma function. Moreover using that,
x as x → ∞, see [Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964, 6.3 .18], we obtain that log n − ψ( β 2 n + 1) remains bounded. We get
Putting (2.33) and (2.34) together, we obtain (2.32), which proves the claim. Finally, since the convergence in the local topology is stronger than the weak convergence of point processes, see [Georgii and Zessin, 1993 , Section 2.1], any accumulation point of (Q n,β ) n≥1 has to be Sine β and the proof of the Proposition is complete.
From the finite, periodic DLR equations to Theorem 2.1 (C*)
To prove Theorem 2.1 (C*), namely that
we start from Proposition 2.8
Λ,Λn ) = 0, use the convergence of Q n,β to Sine β as expressed by Proposition 2.9, and perform several approximations.
⋄ First, we show that one can replace f n−per Λ,Λn by f n−per Λ,Λp in the DLR equations for Q n,β . The contribution of the exterior configuration is indeed negligible when forgetting about the configuration in Λ n \ Λ p . ⋄ Next, we prove that one can further replace f n−per Λ,Λp by f Λ,Λp , which means we can replace the periodic logarithmic interaction by the usual one up to negligible terms. ⋄ Finally, we let n → ∞ and replace Q n,β by Sine β , using Proposition 2.9. Moreover, we replace f Λ,Λp by f Λ,R in the remaining DLR equations. This shall complete the proof of Theorem 2.1 up to the proof of technical estimates on the discrepancy, which will be deferred to Section 2.5; preliminary material for proving these estimates is provided in Section 2.4.
Step 1: Truncation errors in the periodic DLR setting
The DLR equations (2.29) obtained for Q n,β involve the Gibbs kernel f n−per Λ,Λn , defined in (2.27), where the index n appears twice: as the period of the interaction, and as the size of the window. The following estimate allows us to decouple size and period. Proposition 2.10 (Truncation error, periodic case). Let ε > 0. For any p large enough (depending on Λ, ε), for any n ≥ p, and for any bounded measurable test function f on Conf(R), we have
The only difference between f n−per Λ,Λn and f n−per Λ,Λp lies in the size of the exterior configuration that is taken into account. To prove Proposition 2.10, we thus need to control the difference of periodic move functions over different large windows. This motivates the following definition.
Definition 2.11 (Configurations with small truncation error). For any δ > 0, we denote by A n−per
In plain words, if γ belongs to A n−per Λ,Λp (δ), then we can change γ Λ into any other configuration η in Λ with the same number of points, and the energy cost of this operation as felt by the points in Λ n \Λ p is always less than δ. The main ingredient for the proof of Proposition 2.10 is that A n−per Λ,Λp (δ) has large probability under Q n,β .
Lemma 2.12 (The truncation error is often small, finite case). For any ε, δ > 0, we have
Roughly speaking "the far exterior does not count". This would be obvious for a shortranged interaction, but in the case of the logarithm we need to show that some effective cancellations occur. The proof of Lemma 2.12 is deferred to Section 2.5.2, and we now prove Proposition 2.10, using Lemma 2.12
Proof of Proposition 2.10. For any
Then, writing Λ c := Λ n \ Λ for convenience, we have for any γ ∈ A n−per
Given ε > 0, assume that δ satisfies 2(e βδ − 1) ≤ ε and assume further that p ≤ n are large enough so that Q n,β (A n−per Λ,Λp (δ)) ≥ 1 − ε, which is possible thanks to Lemma 2.12. By using that f n−per Λ,Λp ∞ ≤ f ∞ for any p ≤ n, we thus obtain
and the lemma follows since ε is arbitrary.
Step 2: From periodic to non-periodic interaction
Next, we show that one can replace the periodic potential g n by the logarithmic potential g at a small cost.
Proposition 2.13 (From periodic to non-periodic potentials). Let ε > 0. We have
provided that p is large enough (depending on Λ, ε) and n ≥ p is large enough (depending on p). This is fairly intuitive: in the Gibbs kernel f Λ,Λp , all the interactions take place between points that are at distance at most p. The precise value of the period n of the interaction is thus not really important, because for |x| ≤ p ≪ n, we have log sin( πx n ) ≈ log πx n ≈ log |x|, up to an additive constant in the energy, which is irrelevant for a Gibbs specification. The only issue is that this approximation comes with a certain negligible cost for each pair of points, so the main ingredient that we will use in the proof of Proposition 2.13 is the fact that it is unlikely under Q n,β to have too many points in a given bounded set. More precisely, if we set
the following estimate holds true.
Lemma 2.14 (No overcrowding). For any ε > 0, for p large enough (depending on Λ, ε), and for n ≥ p, we have
The proof of Lemma 2.14 is deferred to Section 2.4.3, and we now prove Proposition 2.13 using Lemma 2.14.
Proof of Proposition 2.13. Let δ > 0. For any n large enough (depending on δ and p) we have, for any x, y ∈ Λ p ,
Let γ ∈ B p and η ∈ Conf(Λ) satisfying |η| = |γ Λ |. Then, for n large enough (depending on δ, p),
where we used for the second string of inequalities that |η| = |γ Λ |. It follows,
Moreover, by writing
and using again (2.36)-(2.37) together with Lemma 2.14, the proposition is obtained by following the same lines than in the proof of Proposition 2.10.
Step 3: Truncation errors in the infinite DLR setting
The results of this section are valid not only for Sine β , but for any stationary point process P on R with finite expected renormalized energy E P [W(γ)]. We refer the reader to Section 2.4 for a precise definition but for now it is enough to keep in mind that
Lemma 2.15 (Definiteness of the move functions, infinite case). Let P be a stationary point process on R satisfying E P [W(γ)] < ∞. Then, for P -a.e. γ ∈ Conf(R) and every η ∈ Gconf(Λ) satisfying |η| = |γ Λ |, the limit
exists and is finite, and the convergence is uniform for such η's.
Lemma 2.15 is proven in Section 2.5.3
We now state a result concerning the truncation error in the infinite, non-periodic setting.
Proposition 2.16 (Truncation error, infinite setting). Let P be a stationary point process on R satisfying E P [W(γ)] < ∞ and let ε > 0. For any p large enough (depending on Λ, ε, and P ), for any bounded measurable function f , we have
Proposition 2.16 should be compared to Proposition 2.10. As for the proof of the latter, we rely on a result saying that the truncation error is often small.
The following definition is the counterpart of Definition 2.11 in the infinite setting.
Definition 2.17 (Infinite configurations with small truncation error). For any δ > 0, set
Lemma 2.18 (The truncation error is often small, infinite case). For any ε, δ > 0, we have for every p large enough (depending on P, ε, δ, Λ),
Lemma 2.18 is the counterpart of Lemma 2.12 in the infinite, non-periodic setting. Its proof is postponed to Section 2.5.3.
Proof of Proposition 2.16. Using Lemma 2.18, the proposition is obtained exactly as in the proof of Proposition 2.10.
Proof of the canonical DLR equations
We may now give the proof of the canonical DLR equations for Sine β .
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (C*).
Let ε > 0 and f be a bounded Borel local function on Conf(R). We write,
Proposition 2.8 states that (B) = 0, Proposition 2.10 that (C) ≤ ε f ∞ , Proposition 2.13 that (D) ≤ ε f ∞ , and Proposition 2.16 that (F) ≤ ε f ∞ , provided that p is chosen large enough (depending on Λ, ε) and n is large enough (depending on p). Moreover, since f and f Λ,Λp are both bounded Borel local functions, it follows from Proposition 2.9, that (A) and (E) can be made arbitrary small provided that n is large enough (depending on f, Λ, p), and the proof is complete under the extra assumption that f is a local function. In order to extend the result to arbitrary, possibly non local, bounded Borel functions, we proceed as follows. Let M be the class of all measurable events A such that 1 A satisfies the DLR equations, and let Π be the class of all measurable events A which are local in the sense that 1 A is a local function as above. So far, we have proven that Π ⊂ M. We want to prove that M is the whole Borel σ-algebra. The set Π is clearly stable under finite intersections. Moreover, we can check that M is a monotone class, using monotone convergence and the linearity of DLR equations. By the monotone class theorem, M contains σ(Π), the σ-algebra generated by Π. Next, consider the countable collection of open sets {γ ∈ Conf(R) : |γ ∩ (a, b)| < c} a,b,c∈Q ⊂ Π, which generate the topology of Conf(R). Since this collection is countable the σ-algebra it generates, which is included in σ(Π), is the whole Borel σ-algebra. This finally shows that M is the whole Borel σ-algebra of Conf(R), and we have thus obtained the DLR equations for any indicator function of a Borel subset of Conf(R), which by linearity the DLR equations extends to every simple function, and finally, by density, to every bounded measurable function.
Renormalized energy and discrepancy estimates
Renormalized energy
We gather here the definition of the renormalized energy, which is a way to define the logarithmic energy of an infinite point configuration, and some useful properties. A first version of this object was introduced by Sandier and Serfaty [2012] but we use here the variation introduced in [Petrache and Serfaty, 2017] . In the present work, we do not work directly with the energy, we mostly make use of the connection between the renormalized energy and discrepancy estimates, as explained in the next paragraph.
The following definitions can be found, with more details and justification for existence, e.g. in [Leblé and Serfaty, 2017 , Section 2.6].
Definition 2.19 (Compatible electric fields). For any γ ∈ Conf(R), a vector field E :
R 2 → R 2 is said to be an electric field compatible with γ, and we write E ∈ Comp(γ), if it satisfies:
in the sense of distributions, where by definition, the action of the measure δ R on a smooth and compactly supported function ϕ : R 2 → R is R ϕ(·, 0)dx.
Definition 2.20 (Renormalized energy of an infinite point configuration)
. Given any configuration γ ∈ Conf(R) and E ∈ Comp(γ), we first consider for any η ∈ (0, 1) the regularized field E η : we set for any z = (x, y) ∈ R 2 ,
Then, the renormalized energy of γ is defined by
For a periodic configuration, the renormalized energy can be computed explicitly in terms of the periodic logarithmic energy of the configuration in a fundamental domain.
Proposition 2.21 (Energy of a periodic point configuration)
. Given a configuration γ of n distinct points γ := {γ 1 , . . . , γ n } ∈ Conf(Λ n ), let γ n−per ∈ Conf(R) be the n-periodic configuration defined by
Then, we have
Proof. We refer to [Petrache and Serfaty, 2017 
Discrepancy estimates
We introduce an important quantity for our purpose: the discrepancy, as well as bounds on the average discrepancy for log-gases.
Definition 2.22 (Discrepancy).
The discrepancy of γ ∈ Conf(R) relative to a bounded Borel set Λ ⊂ R of Lebesgue measure |Λ| is defined by
A crucial fact for our purpose is that a bound on the renormalized energy translates into a discrepancy estimate, see e.g. [Leblé and Serfaty, 2017 , Section 3.2].
Lemma 2.23 (Energy bound yields discrepancy estimate). There exists C > 0 such that, for any stationary point process P on R satisfying E P [W(γ)] < ∞ and any bounded Borel set Λ ⊂ R, we have
Proof. This is [Leblé and Serfaty, 2017, Lemma 3 .2].
In particular, for the periodic log-gas Q n,β , we obtain the following bound.
Lemma 2.24. There exists a constant C β > 0 depending on β only such that, for any bounded Borel set Λ ⊂ R, and n ≥ 1 large enough so that Λ ⊂ Λ n , we have
Proof. As Q n,β is the law of a stationary point process, one can apply Lemma 2.23 together with Proposition 2.21 to obtain, provided that Λ ⊂ Λ n ,
Using (2.34), the first inequality follows. The second inequality is obtained from the first one by writing
We will also use the following asymptotic behavior for the discrepancy.
Lemma 2.25. If γ ∈ Conf(R) satisfies W(γ) < ∞ then, as k → ∞,
Proof. This is a consequence of [Petrache and Serfaty, 2017 , Lemma 2.1].
Proof of Lemma 2.14
An easy consequence of Lemma 2.24 is the following.
Proof of Lemma 2.14. Lemma 2.24 and Markov inequality yield the existence of C Λ > 0 such that, for any 1 ≤ p ≤ n and n large enough so that Λ ⊂ Λ n ,
and the lemma follows.
Auxiliary proofs
We now provide proofs for Lemmas 2.12, 2.15, and 2.18. In this section, we always assume p ≥ n are large enough so that 3Λ ⊂ Λ p ⊂ Λ n . We use the following notation:
⋄ The distance of x ∈ R to a subset Λ ⊂ R is dist(x, Λ) := inf y∈Λ |x − y|, and the distance from a subset I ⊂ R to Λ is dist(I, Λ) := inf x∈I dist(x, Λ).
where S M is the set of permutations of {1, . . . , M }. Note that the definition does not depend on the indexing. ⋄ We denote by Leb the Lebesgue measure of R and by Leb Λ its restriction to Λ ⊂ R.
Intermediary results
Lemma 2.26 (The electrostatic potential generated when moving points). Take any configurations γ in Conf(R) and η in Gconf(Λ) such that |η| = |γ Λ |. Recalling the definitions (2.7) and (2.21), we set for convenience
(2.41)
Given ε > 0, the following holds true for p large enough (depending on ε) and n large enough (depending on p).
Proof. Let us enumerate the configurations as
To prove (a), we start by writing − log |t − s|ds = (1 + t) log(1 + t) + (1 − t) log(1 − t). and let k > 0 be fixed so that Λ ⊂ Λ k . We obtain, by a linear change of variables sending
Since V ′ is continuous near the origin, since V ′ (0) = 0 and since the enumeration of η and γ Λ is arbitrary, (a) follows by taking p large enough, depending on Λ and ε. We now turn to (b). Since g n * Leb Λn = 0 on Λ n , see e.g. [Borodin and Serfaty, 2013 , Equation (2.49)], we have
For any fixed p, we have for n large enough and for any x, y ∈ Λ p ,
We may thus write
where we have used the fact that η and γ Λ have the same number of points, hence the contribution of the constant term log 2π n in (2.42) vanishes. Using point (a) of the present lemma, we obtain
for p large enough (depending on Λ, ε) and n large enough (depending on p).
Finally, we prove (c) and (d). For any x ∈ Λ n \Λ p , by applying the mean value theorem to g n (x − ·) between η i and γ i , we obtain
and the first inequality of (c) is obtained by summing over i ∈ {1, . . . , M }. We obtain the second inequality of (c), as well as (d), by the same argument but using g ′ n , g and g ′ instead of g n respectively.
Proof of Lemma 2.12
We want to show that in the finite periodic model, with high probability, it is possible to move the points in Λ at a small cost.
Proof of Lemma 2.12. In view of (2.41), and in order to obtain the controls on the move functions from discrepancy estimates, it is convenient to work with "move functions with background" defined by
(2.43)
They are related to the usual move functions defined in (2.25) as follows:
Given any γ ∈ Conf(R), let us set for convenience,
Using (2.44) we see that
Using Lemma 2.26(b) and the fact that W 1 (η, γ Λ ) ≤ |Λ| |γ Λ |, given any α > 0, we have, if p is large enough (depending on Λ, α) and n is large enough (depending on p)
Next, for any δ, L > 0, we have
To prove the lemma, it is enough to show that, given any L > 0,
can be made arbitrarily small by taking first p, then n, large enough. Indeed, given any δ > 0, by taking p, n, L large enough and α := δ/2L the lemma would follow from Lemma 2.24.
To prove this claim, we split Λ n \ Λ p into the subintervals
if j < 0, so as to write
By applying the mean value theorem to Ψ n and Lemma 2.26(c), we obtain for any x ∈ I j ,
and thus, for any −n ≤ j < n,
Since p is arbitrarily large and Λ is fixed, there exists c > 0 such that, for any |j| ≥ p,
Combined with (2.45), we obtain
By performing a summation by parts, we can write
Using again the mean value theorem and Lemma 2.26(c), we have
(2.48) and similar estimates holds for the sum where j ranges from −n to −p − 1. Moreover, since x/ dist(x, Λ) is bounded when x / ∈ 2Λ, it follows from Lemma 2.26(c) that there exists κ > 0 independent on η, γ such that
(2.49)
As a consequence, we obtain from (2.46)-(2.49),
Given any L > 0, we obtain from (2.50) and the upper bound
Finally, we use Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemma 2.24, to obtain
and
and this yields that E Q n,β Err n,p (γ) can be made arbitrarily small when p ≤ n are large enough. The lemma follows from (2.51).
Proof of Lemma 2.15 and Lemma 2.18
Proof. Let P be a stationary point process such that E P [W(γ)] < ∞. We start by showing that, for P -a.e. γ ∈ Conf(R) and η ∈ Gconf(Λ) such that |η| = |γ Λ |, the sequence {M Λ,Λp (η, γ)} p≥1 is a Cauchy sequence, thus proving Lemma 2.15. As in the proof of Lemma 2.12, we introduce the move functions with a background,
Since by definition,
it follows from Lemma 2.26(a) that it is enough to show that { M Λ,Λp (η, γ)} p≥1 is a Cauchy sequence, uniformly in η. For any m ≥ p, by following the same steps as in the proof of Lemma 2.12, using estimates on Ψ instead of Ψ n , we have with Err m,p (γ) defined in (2.50),
Now, using Lemma 2.23, we obtain Err m,p (γ) = 0 P -a.s and our claim follows from (2.52). Moreover, the previous estimates show that,
where
exists P -a.s. Now the proof of (2.38) is exactly the same as in Lemma 2.12 but using the estimates on Ψ instead of Ψ n .
Number-rigidity for solutions of canonical DLR equations
In this section we prove that Sine β is number-rigid in the sense of Ghosh and Peres [2017] , that is part (A) of Theorem 1.1. In fact, we prove that any stationary process satisfying (2.18) is number-rigid, which is the main result of this section. Recall that a point process on R stands for a probability measure on Conf(R), and that a point process is stationary when it is invariant under translations of the configurations γ → γ + x := {x + y : y ∈ γ} for any x ∈ R . Recall also that f Λ,R was introduced in (2.16).
Definition 3.1 (Canonical DLR). Let us fix β > 0. We say that a stationary point process P on R satisfies the canonical DLR equations if E P [W(γ)] < ∞ and
for every bounded Borel set Λ ⊂ R and every bounded Borel function f : Conf(R) → R.
The assumption that P has finite renormalized energy E P [W(γ)] is here to ensure that the move functions and thus f Λ,R are well-defined. Our goal is now to prove: Theorem 3.2. If P is a stationary point process on R that satisfies canonical DLR, then P is number-rigid.
Thus, Theorem 1.1(A) follows from Theorem 2.1(C*) and Theorem 3.2. As a consequence of Theorem 1.1(A), Theorem 2.1(C*) upgrades to Theorem 1.1(C) and, since Theorem 1.1(B) has already be proven in the previous section, the proof of our main theorem is complete.
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is based on canonical and grand canonical descriptions of a Gibbs point process via its Campbell measures. These descriptions have been studied intensively in the seventies and eighties, see for instance [Georgii, 1979 , Kozlov, 1976 , Nguyen and Zessin, 1979 , Wakolbinger and Eder, 1984 . The proof goes by contradiction and follows three steps:
Step 1: First, we show in Section 3.2 that any point process satisfying the canonical DLR equations admits a canonical description via its Campbell measures, see Theorem 3.7.
Step 2: Next, if we further assume that the process is ergodic and, for the sake of contradiction, not number-rigid, then we show in Section 3.3 that this representation can be extended into a grand canonical version, see Theorem 3.15.
Step 3: Finally, we show that the grand canonical representation yields a contradiction because of the long range of the logarithmic interaction, see Section 3.5. Roughly speaking, we use this representation to move points far away from the origin and show that the configurations obtained should have a much larger weight than it is allowed.
It turns out these three steps can be performed in a much more general setting than the one dimensional logarithmic interaction. This leads to a more general result than Theorem 3.2 that we present in Section 3.5.7, see Theorem 3.18; we focused on the one dimensional log-gas for the sake of the presentation.
Convention:
For convenience, if x n = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ R n , given any γ ∈ Conf(R) with an abuse of notation we write γ \ x n (resp. γ ∪ x n , etc) instead of γ \ {x n } (resp. γ ∪ {x n }, etc). Moreover, given γ ∈ Conf(R), the sum xn⊂γ means that we are summing over all ordered n-tuples of points from the configuration γ, namely
A first consequence of the canonical DLR equations
The following corollary will be useful in the sequel. Corollary 3.3. Let P satisfy be a stationary point process on R that satisfies canonical DLR. Then, for any disjoint bounded Borel sets B 1 , . . . , B k ⊂ R with positive Lebesgue measure and any integers n 1 , . . . , n k , we have
In particular, Corollary 1.3 now follows from Theorem 2.1.
Proof. Set n := j n j . Let Λ ⊂ R be a bounded Borel set so that Λ \ (B 1 ∪ . . . ∪ B k ) has positive Lebesgue measure and P (|γ Λ | ≥ n) > 0. The latter is ensured as soon as Λ is large enough since P is stationary and in particular E P |γ| = +∞. If we set f (γ) := k j=1 1 |γ B j |=n j , then by applying canonical DLR on Λ we have
but by the definition of ρ Λ c , see (2.3), this yields that |γ Λ | < n for P -a.e γ, which is not possible.
Campbell measures
In this section, we introduce the Campbell measures and prove that the canonical DLR equations yield a result on the representation for these measures.
Definition 3.4 (Campbell measure). The Campbell measure of order n ≥ 1 of a point process P on R is the measure C (n) P on R n × Conf(R) defined by, for any positive Borel test function f ,
The Campbell measure encodes the joint distribution of n typical points x n and their neighborhood γ \ x n for a random configuration γ with law P . For example, in the case of a Poisson point process Π of intensity measure ρ, the Campbell measure is given by
which is known as the Slivnyak-Mecke Theorem, see e.g. [Moller and Waagepetersen, 2003, Section 3.2] .
In the following, we need to introduce the following cost function.
Definition 3.5 (Cost of moving n points from 0 in γ). Let γ ∈ Conf(R) and take x n ⊂ γ. We consider the cost of moving of the n-tuple (0, . . . , 0) to x n = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) defined by
provided the limit exists. Note that Cost(x n , γ) does not depend on the ordering of x n .
Remark 3.6. If P be a stationary process satisfying E P [W(γ)] < +∞, then the limit (3.2) exists for P -a.e. γ and any x n (the proof is the same to that of Proposition 2.15).
The following theorem is a first description of the structure of Campbell measure for point processes satisfying canonical DLR equations.
Theorem 3.7. Let P be a stationary point process on R satisfying canonical DLR. Then, for every n ≥ 1, there exists a Borel measure Q n on Conf(R) such that C (n) P is absolutely continuous with respect to Leb ⊗n ⊗ Q n and has density
Proof. Consider the tilted measure,
It is thus enough to show that C (n) P = Leb ⊗n ⊗ Q n for some measure Q n on Conf(R).
Using the definition (3.1), canonical DLR, and setting
we find
where we made the change of variablesη := η \ x n . Since one can check by direct computation that the map
is constant, we obtain the factorization
where the measure Q Λ n is defined for any measurable map g :
Finally, since (3.5) holds true after replacing Λ by any bounded Borel set Λ ′ ⊃ Λ, we obtain by taking f :
for any measurable map g : Conf(R) → [0, ∞), and thus Q n := Q Λ n does not depend on Λ.
Rigidity and ergodicity
We now provide a convenient characterization of number-rigidity. First, in the next lemma we show that, when one wants to prove number-rigidity, it is enough to restrict to an increasing countable family instead of all bounded measurable subsets Λ ⊂ R. Next, we need a few definitions.
Definition 3.9. For any bounded Borel set Λ and for a fixed γ, we introduce the event
of having the same exterior configuration than γ outside of Λ. We also need the event
of having k ≥ 0 points in Λ and, given a point process P on R and n ≥ 1,
The latter can be informally understood as the set of configurations γ for which, with positive probability under P , it is possible to generate two configurations with a number of points in Λ which differs by n, conditionally on having the same exterior configuration given by γ Λ c . Formally, since we may have P (Ext (3.7) Proposition 3.10. A point process P on R is number-rigid if and only if P (CanRmv
Proof. First, let us assume that P is number-rigid, namely that for any bounded Borel set Λ ⊂ R, there exists a measurable function Number Λ : Conf(Λ c ) → N such that
Then for any m ≥ 1, for P -a.e. γ and k = Number Λm (γ Λ c m ), P HasPoints k,Λm Ext γ Λm = 0, and P (CanRmv P n,Λm ) = 0 for any n ≥ 1, from which P (CanRmv P * ) = 0 follows. Conversely, let us assume that P is not number-rigid. Then by Lemma 3.8 there exists an integer m ≥ 1, two integers 0 ≤ k 1 < k 2 , and an event E such that P (E) > 0 and, for any γ ∈ E,
Thus, if n := k 2 − k 1 , we have P (CanRmv P n,Λm ) > 0 and hence P (CanRmv
We next make use in a crucial way of the notion of ergodic point processes (which are in this work always assumed to be stationary). An event E ⊂ Conf(R) is P -a.s. translation-invariant, if for P -a.e. γ ∈ Conf(R) and every x ∈ R, 1 E (γ) = 1 E (γ + x).
Definition 3.11 (Ergodic point process). We say that a point process P on R is ergodic if it is stationary and, for any P -a.s. translation-invariant event E, we have P (E) ∈ {0, 1}.
Proposition 3.10 has the following consequence for ergodic point processes.
Corollary 3.12. Let P be an ergodic point process on R which is not number-rigid. Then there exists n ≥ 1 such that P (CanRmv (3.8)
Proof. If P is an ergodic point process on R which is not number-rigid, Proposition 3.10, yields P (CanRmv P * ) > 0 and therefore there exists n ≥ 1 such that P (CanRmv P n ) > 0. Since the event CanRmv P n is P -a.s. translation-invariant this implies that P (CanRmv P n ) = 1. Moreover, (3.8) follows by monotone convergence.
The interest we have in ergodic processes comes from the following decomposition. Proposition 3.13. Let P be a point process on R which is stationary and satisfies canonical DLR. Let I be the σ-algebra of the translation-invariant Borel sets of Conf(R). Then there exists a family of probability measures (P η ) η∈Conf(R) such that for P -a.e. η, the probability P η is ergodic, satisfies canonical DLR and
(3.9)
In particular we have the standard decomposition of P via its Gibbsian ergodic phases
Proof. Since Conf(R) is a Polish space, there exists a regular conditional probability with respect to I (see [Dudley, 2002, Theorem 10.2 .2]), namely there exists a version of the conditional expectation A → E P [1 A |I ] such that, for any η ∈ Conf(R),
defines a probability measure on Conf(R) and we have
Note that P η is stationary for P -a.e. η since P is stationary and by definition of I . Moreover, the quantity E Pη [W(γ)] is necessarily finite for P -a.e. η since otherwise E P [W(γ)] would be infinite, and since for any A ∈ I we have
we see that P η is ergodic. Moreover, let F Λ c be the σ-algebra generated by the random variables γ Λ c and |γ Λ |, and let
In particular, I ⊂ F ∞ . Since P satisfies canonical DLR, [Preston, 1976, Theorem 2.2] states that there exists a version of A → E P [1 A |F ∞ ], such that, for any ξ ∈ Conf(R), E P [1 · |F ∞ ](ξ) is a probability measure on Conf(R) that satisfies canonical DLR. By writing
we see that P η satisfies canonical DLR, and thus P can be written as a mixture of ergodic probability measures satisfying canonical DLR.
Combined with the previous proposition, the next result will allow us to restrict to ergodic processes to prove Theorem 3.2.
Proposition 3.14. Let us write P = P η P (dη) as in Proposition 3.13. If P η is numberrigid for P -a.e. η, then P is number-rigid.
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.8, it is enough to show that, for all m ≥ 1, the equality
holds P -almost surely.
By assumption, for P -a.e. η, the process P η is number-rigid, hence we have
thus it suffices to show
Both sides of (3.12) are F Λ c m -measurable random variables. Let f be a bounded, F Λ c mmeasurable random variable. We may write
and by definition of P η we have,
where I is as in Proposition 3.13. Since I ⊂ F Λ c m , we have, by the "tower property" of conditional expectation,
so we obtain (3.13) but by definition of P η we have
(3.14)
Combining (3.13) and (3.14) we see that
where the last equality is simply the definition of a conditional expectation. Since this is true for any f bounded and F Λ c m -measurable, we get (3.12), which concludes the proof.
Ergodic solutions of DLR equations which are not number-rigid
Theorem 3.7 gave a description of the Campbell measures of stationary solutions of canonical DLR. In this section we further assume these solutions are ergodic and not number-rigid and improve on the previous description. Let us recall that the main rigidity result we have in mind, as stated in Theorem 3.2, claims that solutions of the DLR equations are all rigid, so the result of the present section should turn out to be empty; the next theorem is the main part of our proof by contradiction.
Theorem 3.15. Let P be an ergodic point process on R satisfying canonical DLR and assume that P is not number-rigid. Then there exists n ≥ 1 and a measurable function create n : Conf(R) → [0, ∞) such that the Campbell measure C (n) P is absolutely continuous with respect to Leb ⊗n ⊗ P and with density 15) where Cost is defined in (3.2).
Compared to Theorem 3.7, the important change is that we gained information on the second marginal of C (n) P : Instead of being some abstract measure Q n as in (3.3), here we see that it is absolutely continuous with respect to P itself and obtain crucial information on its density.
Proof. Let P be an ergodic point process on R satisfying canonical DLR which is not number-rigid. Corollary 3.12 provides n ≥ 1 such that P (CanRmv P n ) = 1. Recalling Theorem 3.7 it is enough to prove that the measure Q n of (3.3) is absolutely continuous with respect to P . To do so, let E be an event such that P (E) = 0 and prove that Q n (E) = 0, which is enough to prove the existence of create n according to the RadonNikodym theorem.
Since Cost(x n , γ) is finite for P -a.e. γ and x n ∈ R n , the density (3.3) is positive and it is enough to show that C 
Since P (CanRmv n ) = 1, by monotonicity we also have lim m→∞ P (CanRmv n,Λm ) = 1 and thus, by monotone convergence:
Recalling (3.6), for any integers n, k, we define 
we obtain
We introduce for convenience
the density with respect to B k,Λm of P conditionally to γ Λ c m and having k points in Λ m , provided it makes sense. Recalling Remark 2.4, the right hand side does only depend on γ Λm through its cardinality, which explains the notation. By using canonical DLR we obtain
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 3.7, we setη := η \ x n and obtain,
The integrand inside the parentheses is finite since the denominator is positive on the event whereη ∪ x n ∪ γ Λ c m ∈ CanRmv n,k,Λm . Since canonical DLR yields for any k, n, m ≥ 0 and x n ∈ R n ,
and P (E) = 0 by assumption, we obtain with (3.18) that Term k,m = 0 for every k, m. Thus C (n) P ([0, 1] n × E) = 0 and this concludes the proof of Theorem 3.15. Now let us give some properties of the function create n . In Lemmas 3.16 and 3.17, we work under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.15.
First, we have the following simple result concerning the effect of translations on create n appearing in Theorem 3.15, which is a direct consequence of the stationarity.
Lemma 3.16. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.15, for any x ∈ R, P -a.e. γ and Leb ⊗n -a.e. x n , we have
The following property of create n will be the crucial for the forthcoming proof by contradiction of number-rigidity.
Lemma 3.17. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.15, for P -a.e. γ, Leb ⊗n -a.e. y n , and any x n ⊂ γ, we have
Proof. It is enough to show that, for Q n -a.e. γ and Leb ⊗n -a.e. x n , y n , we have Theorem 3.7 and (3.20) ,
from which our claim follows. Let f : R n × R n × Conf(R) → [0, ∞) be any measurable function, and set
We have (writing (x n , y n ) = z 2n ∈ R 2n ),
and similarly C (2n)
. Next, using Theorem 3.15 and then Theorem 3.7, we obtain
The same computation with f 2 yields
Thus, since the test function f is arbitrary, we have for Q n -a.e. γ and Leb ⊗n -a.e. x n , y n ,
from which, after using the definition of Cost and several simplifications, we obtain (3.20).
Proof of Theorem 3.2
We are finally in position to provide a proof for Theorem 3.2. Let P be a stationary point process satisfying canonical DLR.
Restriction to ergodic processes.
First, as a consequence of Proposition 3.13 and Proposition 3.14, we assume without loss of generality that P is further ergodic in the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 to prove this theorem.
Strategy of the proof.
The proof goes by contradiction. Assume that the ergodic point process P is not number-rigid. By Theorem 3.15, there exists n ≥ 1 and a function create n such that (3.15) holds true; from now this n is fixed. For any m ≥ 1 and K ≥ 0, we denote by N K m the event
and consider the test function Test m,K defined by
In the following K is fixed and always assumed to be larger than 2n. We compute, using that x n ∈ [0, 1] n and m ≥ 1,
Thus, forgetting about the truncation 1 N K+n 0
, we should think of C 
but we will prove that its Cesáro series diverges by using the long range of the logarithmic interaction.
Manipulations on the test function -Part I
By using Theorem 3.15, introducing phantom variables z n and then using Lemma 3.17, we can write for any m sufficiently large.
Manipulations on the test function -Part II
The integrand in (3.25) can also be interpreted in terms of a Campbell measure, and using again Theorem 3.15, we have for any fixed x n , z n , 
An ergodic argument
We now make change the change of variables y n → y n + m in (3.29) to obtain from Lemma 3.16, Since P is ergodic by assumption, the ergodic theorem implies that P -a.s. Note that when we proved the lower bound (3.28), the only inequalities we have used were (3.24) and (3.27). Since the converse inequality also holds in (3.24) after changing the constant C to another positive constant and (3.27) is both-sided, the exact same line of arguments yields κ > 0 only depending on m 0 , n, β such that Recalling the upper bound (3.23) on C (n) P (Test m,K ), we finally reached a contradiction. The proof of Theorem 3.2 is therefore complete.
A more general statement for number-rigidity
A careful examination of the proof of Theorem 3.2 reveals that we did not use much of the properties of the vector space R nor of the logarithmic interacting potential g. More precisely, the properties of g are only used in equalities (3.24), (3.27) and when stating that Let us also assume there exists a non-trivial class C of stationary point processes for which the move functions exists, namely so that the results of Lemma 2.15 holds for any P ∈ C and, having in mind the proof of Proposition 3.13, that C is stable by desintegration: if P ∈ C can be written as (3.10), then P η ∈ C for P -a.e. η (recall that for the one dimensional logarithmic interaction C were the class of stationary point processes that have finite renormalized energy). We then say that a stationary point process P on R d satisfies the canonical DLR equations with respect to g if P ∈ C and canonical DLR holds with the new definition for f Λ,R d . In this more general setting, cosmetic modifications of the proof of Theorem 3.2 leads to the following result.
Theorem 3.18. Let d ≥ 1 and g : R d → R ∪ {+∞} be a measurable function which satisfies g(x) → −∞ when x → ∞ and assume that there exists a compact set K ⊂ R d such that g is continuous on R d \K. If P is a stationary point process on R d which satisfies the canonical DLR equations with respect to g, then P is number-rigid.
In particular, this results applies to the logarithmic potential g(x) = − log x on R d for any d ≥ 1, including the d = 2 Coulomb interaction. The question of identifying an appropriate class C for this setting will be investigated in another work. Note that Theorem 3.18 does not cover, however, the Coulomb interaction g(x) = x −(d−2) in dimension d ≥ 3 or, more generally, the Riesz interactions g(x) = x −s for any s ∈ R.
